ABSTRACT. The 
Walsh equiconvergence theorem is concerned with the class Ap of functions f(z) which are analytic in the disk Dp {zJ JzJ < p} but not analytic in D'-, where p > 1. If f(z) . A,, the theorem of Walsh asserts that the difference between the Lagrange interpolaut on the n roots of unity and the Taylor polynomial of degree n-1 about the origin tends to zero as n oo in the disk D. Here we shall be interested in the recent extension by Saff and Sharma [2] of Walsh's theorem to rational functions with a given denominator z" r" where r is a real number > 1. Later the present authors extended these results by replacing Lagrange interpolation with Hermite interpolation. The object of this note is two-fold: We first replace interpolation in the zeros of z m+"+l 1 by interpolation in the zeros of z m+"+l -a '+"+l where lal < p and m is an integer _ -1. We also obtain the analogue of Lou Yuanren's recent extension [3] of the Walsh equiconvergence theorem using rational functions in the spirit of Sail and Sharma [2] . Lou [3] was the first to observe that the sum of the t "help polynomials" discussed in [4] E a,z. From (2.5) and (2.6), we see that Theorem 2.1 in [2] holds also for /0 /,().
Since f(z) r.+m,,,(z) has a representation similar to (2.4) where 7i,r(z') i, a polynomial in z of degree _< n(r 1), given by i----1,2, (3.4)
In particular, "1,r(z") z "n-(z"-1)". [7] d [3] . Howev it pd interetation for the "help function" in tes d iteration of inteolation orators. It wod be interting to s if the regis of eq&convergen c be eded by appHtion d sbility metho& h bn done in [8] by R. Bm for the c d Lage immolation.
